Research into the multimodal dimensions of human communication faces a set of distinctive methodological challenges. Collecting the datasets is resource-intensive, analysis often lacks peer validation, and the absence of shared datasets makes it difficult to develop standards. External validity is hampered by small datasets, yet large datasets are intractable. Red Hen Lab spearheads an international infrastructure for data-driven multimodal communication research, facilitating an integrated cross-disciplinary workflow. Linguists, communication scholars, statisticians, and computer scientists work together to develop research questions, annotate training sets, and develop pattern discovery and machine learning tools that handle vast collections of multimodal data, beyond the dreams of previous researchers. This infrastructure makes it possible for researchers at multiple sites to work in real-time in transdisciplinary teams. We review the vision, progress, and prospects of this research consortium.
Introduction
Human face-to-face communication has always taken place across multiple modalities: through gesture, facial expression, posture, tone of voice, pacing, gaze direction, touch, and words. Elaborate multimodal communication is a central and constantly active part of human cognition, in science, technology, engineering, mathematics, art, religion, crafts, social interaction, learning, innovation, memory, attention, travel, and all other activities, whether goal-based or not. Cultures invest heavily to support this aspect of human life: classical cultures emphasized the importance of rhetorical training, and today's world is crowded with novel technologies of multimodal communication, from television to social media, creating an unprecedented trove of digital records. Communication skills involve higher-order cognition, precisely timed movements, delicately modulated sounds, conceiving of the mental states of others from moment to moment, dynamically coordinating with other agents, and a high level of contextual awareness (Duranti and Goodwin 1992; Clark 1996) .
From Panini (Sharma 1987 (Sharma -2003 to Chomsky and McGilvray (2012) , the systematic study of human communication has been largely focused on the written representation of language: understandably so, as it is highly structured and can be shared in the process of describing and explaining it. The full multimodal dimensions of communication have a very brief history of scholarship and present new methodological challenges.
Communicative behavior must be recorded with resource-intensive audiovisual technologies. Since the range of available expressions is so wide, individual researchers need to specialize in specific modalities and constructions. Naturalistic data are typically not readily available; boutique collections from lab recordings take their place. Large-scale datasets are required for systematic study, yet no single researcher has the required time, resources, or motivation to create them. Worse, any group of researchers that succeeds in generating a massive dataset of multimodal communication will quickly be overwhelmed, since linguistics lacks the tools for mechanically searching and characterizing the material.
For the study of digitized written language, a wide range of technologies and tools available has been developed over the past decades in the contexts of corpus linguistics, computational linguistics, and artificial intelligence. In this context, carefully sampled corpora such as the British National Corpus (BNC) as well as larger, less carefully sampled corpora have emerged along with corpus retrieval software such as BNCweb (Hoffmann and Evert 2006) and its generalized and extended version, CQPweb (Hardie 2012) , or the commercial Sketchengine (www.sketchengine.co.uk). While these are outstanding examples of research at the intersection of computer science and linguistics, they have not yet embraced the full multimodal spectrum of human communication, creating a well-defined disciplinary and interdisciplinary challenge.
At the same time, the social landscape of communication has exploded with new multimodal technologies, from television to social media, intruding on our most personal as well as our most public communicative functions. Since these exchanges are taking place in digital form, the age-old problem of how to capture multimodal communication in a naturalistic setting is now fully tractable. This drastically reduces the costs incurred by capturing and transcribing naturalistic spoken language such as the audio recordings collected for the spoken demographic section of the BNC (see Crowdy 1995 for details) . So far, only modest attempts have been made to add audiovisual data to existing corpora; for instance, the Russian National Corpus (www.ruscorpora.ru) began in 2010 to include a selection of recordings and movies from 1930 to 2007, with 4.6 million words of transcripts. Only recently has the construction of massive multimodal corpora become feasible.
Such large-scale datasets present both an opportunity and a challenge for linguists. On the one hand, we can now attest the presence, context, and frequency of known constructions in ecologically valid datasets, extending, correcting, and validating decades of laboratory research. On the other hand, these datasets are so large that they quickly swamp manual analysis. The challenge must be met with a new level of interdisciplinary collaboration between linguists and computer scientists. Both fields have much to gain. Computational researchers gain insights into natural modes of communication, useful for designing good user interfaces and natural interactions with robotic systems; linguists gain the knowledge of tools and methods from computer vision, audio signal processing and machine learning to analyze large amounts of data. We see an opportunity to create a collaborative and distributed social and physical infrastructure for data-driven multimodal communication research.
We can draw inspiration from other sciences in which cooperatives of researchers with diverse backgrounds were established to share the gathering of data and the development of tools and analysis in realtime. Faced with a similar mix of massive new datasets and a demand for radically new methodologies, astronomy and genetics have undergone a comparable transformation in their disciplinary practices and thrived. Genomics dramatically speeded up its advances by creating worldwide consortia of researchers using collaborative web platforms; see for instance the Mission Statement and Framework of the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (genomicsandhealth.org). In neuroscience, there are analogous initiatives, such as the Brainhack project (Craddock et al. 2016) .
Such cooperative frameworks exhibit novel social dynamics and facilitate rapid disciplinary progress. On the one hand, information begins to flow across disciplinary boundaries, giving computational researchers access to novel real-world problems and researchers in the target domain exposure to new methods and skills. See, for example, the recent applications of multimodal computational methods in political science (Joo et al. 2015) , psychology (Martinez 2017) , or cognitive film studies (Suchan and Bhatt 2016) . Just as important, the research results of one researcher -the actual data selection, annotation, and analysis -can be provided immediately and substantively to the whole community, and replicated and built on in a meaningful way.
In this paper, we describe the Distributed Little Red Hen Lab, a global laboratory and consortium designed to facilitate large-scale collaborative research into multimodal communication. As part of this project, we collect data on multimodal communication on a large scale, provide computational and storage tools to manage data and aid in knowledge discovery, and provide means of iterative improvement by integrating the results and feedback of researchers into the project.
Red Hen's vision and program arise naturally from considerations that are common and frequent across all the sciences, concerning how to improve the way we do science -by developing an extensive and constantly-networked cooperative, by developing sociological patterns of extensive real-time collaboration across the cooperative, and by aggregating big data and developing new methods and tools that are deployed across the cooperative. Such considerations have become inescapable for several disciplines, from biology to materials science, linguistics to archeology, genomics to neuroscience, astronomy to computer science. Red Hen brings these impulses to the science of human multimodal communication. As an example, for the past 4 years, Red Hen has partnered with Google Summer of Code to connect Computer Science students from around the world with expert mentors, generating a suite of new tools to analyze human communication.
Red Hen is not designed to be a service. Instead, it provides a framework for collaboration, pooling expertise and resources. Access to the Red Hen tools and data are provided through the project website (redhenlab.org), where researchers can both access data and contribute or provide feedback to the Red Hen project.
A core activity of Red Hen Lab is an international effort to create the physical and social infrastructure needed for the systematic study of multimodal communication. Key elements are data collection, data mining tool development, and search engines.
Generating massive multimodal datasets
A shared dataset is an essential aspect of the infrastructure required for data-driven multimodal communication research. Red Hen is open to datasets in any area in which there are records of human communication. This includes text, speech and audio recordings in any language, infant vocalization, art and sculpture, writing and notation systems, audiovisual records, architecture, signage, and of course, modern digital media. Records and methods related to non-human communication or communication between species (e.g., border collies responding to pointing gestures) are also naturally of interest to Red Hen. In principle, any recording in any format of any human communication is suitable for inclusion in the archive, which consists of networked data across the Red Hen cooperative, either natively digital or converted to digital form.
The most efficient way to acquire a massive multimodal and multilingual dataset is to record television, a task that can be fully automated. Fortunately, section 108 of the U.S. Copyright Act authorizes libraries and archives to record and store any broadcast of any audiovisual news program and to loan those data, within some limits of due diligence for the purpose of research. The NewsScape Archive of International Television News (newsscape.library.ucla.edu) is Red Hen's largest; as of November 2017, it included broadcasts from 51 networks, totaling 350,000 hours and occupying 120 terabytes. The collection dates back to 2005 and is growing at around 5,000 shows a month. It is an official archive of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) Library, the digital continuation of UCLA's Communication Studies Archive, initiated by Paul Rosenthal in 1972. The analog collection is in the process of being digitized, promising to add additional years of historical depth to the collection. Under Red Hen, it has been expanded to record television news in multiple countries around the world, curated by local linguists participating in the Red Hen project. The NewsScape Archive now includes, in rough order of representation, broadcasts in English, Spanish, German, French, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, Continental Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese, Russian, Polish, Czech, Flemish, Persian, Italian, Arabic, and Chinese. The system is fully automated and scales easily, using credit-card-sized Raspberry Pi capture stations running custom open-source software.
This television news dataset includes hard and soft news, including talk shows and comedy, along with B-roll of surveillance video, crowd-sourced videos, recordings of public events where participants do not even know they are being recorded, etc. These genres contain a range of registers that include banter, unscripted conversations, and playful interviews. The studio components of the television news shows in NewsScape typically also contain a great amount of unscripted or partially improvised communicative events. The most constrained register, in which a speaker reads a text or recites a pre-prepared speech more or less verbatim, is no longer the standard way to communicate on television. This makes NewsScape a rich resource for studying largely spontaneous or unconscious aspects of multimodal communication, along with communicative behaviors associated with a range of formal registers.
Red Hen's infrastructure and tools also permit the incorporation of existing datasets, such as handcrafted collections of experimental data. The news material constitutes the bulk of the current collection, as this content is clearly protected by the US Copyright Act. Smaller datasets generated by individual researchers and teams, including student projects, are being added and described, and will be the subject of future publications.
Red Hen proposes two complementary strategies to deal with recordings that are protected by confidentiality laws. First, although lab recordings are typically protected by Institutional Review Board regulations, nonetheless it seems plausible that an IRB might approve machine analysis of such recordings. Results of such analysis may be shareable, provided the data is anonymized. Second, video recordings can be submitted to a sketch filter, which removes textures critical to personal identification, yet retains structural elements of multimodal communication (Diemer et al. 2016) .
Creating and searching metadata and annotations
Vast multimodal datasets are a boon and a curse. Linguists need them to validate existing constructions in ecologically valid datasets, and can revel in the prospect of testing an entire generation of new hypotheses, asking questions we simply lacked the data to answer. However, to effectively convert such data to knowledge, we need automated search capabilities, and to search, we need machine-readable transcripts, ideally enriched with metadata and annotations. Red Hen's annotation process relies on a multi-level feedback process between linguists and computer scientists, aimed at training computers to perform tasks that generate annotations according to the linguist's specifications.
The video stream is compressed to a 640 × 480 or similar picture size at 450 kbps; the audio stream is a stereo signal with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz compressed to a bitrate of 96 kb/s. Red Hen expects that the 44.1 kHz sampling rate and the 96 kb/s bitrate will be sufficient to make most of the audible frequencies usable for spectrograms, but detailed tests are yet to be conducted.
Red Hen textual data is encoded in UTF-8, using the universal standard of comma-separated values, and named to identify the time, source, and type of the recording. The data is stored on UCLA Library servers and elsewhere within the Red Hen network as needed. This provides the input to a variety of custom search engines.
A series of pipelines process these data, using customized open-source software. Some tools require relatively little customization and can be deployed without deep modifications. For example, transcripts are automatically extracted from television video in the form of subtitles. For US broadcasts, commercials are automatically detected and annotated. Additional text that is written on the television screen is also extracted, using tesseract-ocr (github.com/ tesseract-ocr) with significant customizations for eight different languages, examining frames at one-second intervals and retaining screen placement information.
In multimodal data analysis, timing is of the essence. Centisecond timestamps in UTC permit precise correlations of data extracted from different modalities. To validate a multimodal construction, we need reliable timestamps at the word level, so that individual words can be shown to co-occur with a gesture of the eyes, the face, the shoulders, the arms, and the hands. To achieve this, the caption text is first parsed into sentences, using custom software developed by manual inspection of abbreviations and conventions characteristic of the medium. These sentences are fed into Stanford CoreNLP (stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP), a set of natural language processing utilities providing parts of speech, lemmas, and named entities in half a dozen languages. Because television captions are typically created on the fly by professional captioners, they lag behind the speech and video stream by a low but variable number of seconds. Red Hen uses the open-source Gentle project (lowerquality.com/gentle) to align the text with the audio, generating precise timestamps for each word. The percentage of words that Gentle succeeds in matching to the audio stream also gives us a rough measure of the quality of the transcript.
Red Hen also provides an enormous dataset annotated for frames using the FrameNet project's (framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu) annotation scheme. To our knowledge, it is the largest dataset so annotated. The SEMAFOR project (http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/SEMAFOR) performs an automatic analysis of the framesemantic structure of English text, using the FrameNet 1.5 release. Frame names, frame elements, and semantic role labeling results are available for around 200 million sentences.
The metadata and annotations, along with the video and audio, can be accessed by Red Hen members through the Edge search engine (available via newsscape.library.ucla.edu), which provides an easy and userfriendly web-based user interface. Linguists may prefer the CQPweb search engine, which provides access to syntactic categories and has the full support of its configurable query language.
A hallmark of Red Hen is to put the computational tools into streamlined production pipelines on highperformance computing clusters, so that the results are available in search engines for all users. There are significant advantages of scale to this approach, in that metadata extraction can be automated, plowing through hundreds of thousands of files at a very low marginal cost per file. The shared dataset and computational resources available to the Red Hen community lower the barriers for deploying, customizing, and developing new computational tools. The shared infrastructure model also means that a single individual or team's contribution generates benefits for a large group of people: each person's quantum of effort is multiplied by scale and automation. This dynamic dramatically lowers the cost for everyone of accessing the potential benefits of such tools, without requiring a large personal investment in mastering their logic and operation, thus spurring the discipline of linguistics forwards.
Automated multimodal search
Off-the-shelf tools, however, are not always available for the research Red Hen wants to conduct. The tools described above enable a variety of detailed textual searches through Red Hen's massive dataset. For many linguistic tasks, it is valuable to be able to search visually rather than textually through the data. For example, for gesture research, we might envision executing a search of visual features through available videos to find instances of a particular gesture. Red Hen provides a search interface (Figure 1 ) aligned to this need, developed collaboratively by linguists and computer scientists on our team, an example of the kind of interdisciplinary collaboration common in Red Hen.
The key elements are a set of "detectors" that detect various visual aspects of a scene. In the current version, these detectors are focused on detecting fragments of gestures such as hand, head and lip motion. Red Hen envisages that, as the system is used and new tasks are proposed, additional detectors will be incorporated. Some of these detectors make use of machine learning models that are learned from data using supervised or unsupervised learning methods. The design of the system has three goals in mind. First, all detectors are combined into a single unified system. Second, it is easy to add or remove detectors. Third, detectors can be updated as human feedback is obtained. With a video file as an input, we perform the following actions: 1. Detect faces for each frame 2. Detect hands for each person in each frame 3. Detect head, hand, shoulder, lip motion for each person in each frame 4. Detect (a subset of) timeline gestures in each frame where hand motion is present. For a detailed discussion of the algorithms involved, see Turchyn et al. (In press ). The output of this system is obtained in two ways: (i) as filters in CQPWeb and (ii) as annotations in ELAN annotation files. ELAN (https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/) is a popular open-source application developed by the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics to enable end users to perform manual tagging on audiovisual or text files, which are stored in a custom XML format with the extension "eaf." In eaf files, annotations are arranged into tiers. For example, for an annotation file associated with a video, a "PersonOnScreen" tier is added which marks all frames where a person was on the screen. A sub-tier of this is "SpeakerOnScreen," where the person was also speaking. The interface of ELAN then allows a user to jump between these annotations, so that, for example, when looking for specific gestures, all parts of the video where there were no people on screen can be easily skipped, simplifying the annotation process. Tiers are arranged in a coarse-to-fine manner.
The learned detectors are imperfect, and the fine detectors that are looking for small body part motions are more imperfect than the coarse detectors. Imperfections can be both false positives (a fragment is detected where there is none) or false negatives (no fragment is detected although it is present). Imperfections arise because the structure of frames in the videos in Red Hen is very complex, so that it is often extremely difficult to detect precisely small motions or parts of the body. We hypothesize that these imperfections will be reduced as more detectors are added and the existing ones updated. In the meantime, the system is still useful as a way to reduce effort during the annotation process, especially for tasks where some examples of specific elements such as gestures are desired. On the other hand, if the task involves a scenario such as counting the frequency of a certain gesture, then the coarse tiers could be used to rule out irrelevant parts of a video. However, a significant part of the remainder may need to be manually inspected to avoid the possibility that the fine detectors miss a region of interest.
An important part of our system is the ability of the detectors to update themselves as data becomes available in the form of human annotations. For example, if someone were to annotate some frames in a video as a timeline gesture, that detector could use the annotation to improve its ability to detect other timeline gestures. To allow this, every detector has a set of tunable parameters. Every so often, the system will collect all annotations relevant to a detection and update the values of these parameters so that the accuracy of a detector at its task improves. This is done in a transparent manner in the back end; once updated, a new set of detectors can be applied to the data, creating new results that flow automatically to the front end, without need of interaction from the user.
Red Hen tools for linguistics research
The availability of tagged and searchable multimodal big data opens up new opportunities for linguistics research, extending the utility of large corpora noted by Davies (2015) . A central topic is the detection and characterization of multimodal constructions. Nesset et al. (2013) describe how to use text search in a massive dataset to locate video clips of multimodal constructions; the text search was run on both English and Russian. The goal was to analyze what happens to Russian and English deictics in the context of a television news story, investigating the use of "the five Russian deictic words that correspond to the English meanings 'here ' and 'now': zdes', tut, sejčas, teper' and vot." These are forms with routine if quite complicated use in actual scenes of classic joint attention. They acquire slightly different sets of distributions for TV news, where they have distinct radial category profiles, in the sense that they display different centers of gravity in the semantic network. The authors propose the "Minimal Adaptation Hypothesis," "according to which language makes adaptations that are as small as possible when applied to a new setting, such as the one created by TV." Viewers typically do not recognize consciously the adjustments in the meaning of here, now, zdes', tut, sejčas, teper' and vot when they are deployed in such settings. The adjustments are considerable and patterned, but typically go unnoticed. Turner (2017a Turner ( , 2017b builds on this analysis by analyzing Red Hen data including instructional videos and films. Joo et al. (2017) outline and exemplify how machine learning can be recruited to automate tagging of individual expressive multimodal constructions, such as side-eye -a quick glance to the side employed communicatively. Once they are tagged automatically, they can be located in the big dataset by the linguist. Steen and Turner (2013) show how Red Hen can be used to bring powerful new computational tools to a classic method of linguistics: the analysis of constructions. They ran computational text search on 2.5 billion words to locate configurations of related linguistic constructions, and to export them to a csv file for analysis by inspection or by using the R statistics software package, which only takes minutes on a modern server. The network of constructions chosen for this demonstration consisted of the basic XYZ construction ("Causation is the cement of the universe") and its related constructions, as discussed in the article. They showed that, in this way, Red Hen can provide data very rapidly on constructions even if they are quite infrequent in discourse. They also showed how Red Hen can be used to search for patterns of blending of constructions that result in "mistakes" of the sort that are routinely edited out of printed texts. These are but a few examples of the way in which a vast number of traditional hypotheses in linguistics can be tested against tagged and searchable big multimodal data. For other examples, see Hoffmann (2017) , Li et al. (2017) , Turner (2015 Turner ( , 2017a Turner ( , 2017b , Zima (2014a , 2014b ), Pagán Cánovas and Valenzuela (2017 .
Any new project wishing to explore a large dataset can benefit from the computational tools developed for NewsScape, and perhaps more importantly from the expertise of a community of researchers who have used Red Hen resources in their own research projects.
Conclusion
Advances in technology on multiple fronts has brought the full spectrum of human communication within reach of systematic study, promising to revolutionize our understanding of linguistics and communication.
Red Hen Lab coordinates a multi-disciplinary effort to realize this promise. It provides the technical means and the social networks to collect and store vast datasets, and institutes an integrated workflow uniting linguists, communication scholars, statisticians, and computer scientists in joint research projects. This workflow leverages the discriminating judgment of the individual researcher and the annotations of his or her students into training data for new applications of machine learning and the development of automated computational tools running on high-performance computing clusters. By combining human feedback on the output of these new tools, Red Hen is able to generate incremental improvements in identifying promising patterns and constructions in multimodal communication. New findings are not only published, but integrated into the shared dataset, facilitating rapid cumulative progress. The collaboration between hitherto isolated research areas that Red Hen facilitates is a spur to new research questions and enables novel problems and techniques to emerge.
